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I’m Joel Gurin, President and Founder of the Center for Open Data Enterprise here in Washington. Our 
organization’s mission is to maximize the value of open data - free, publicly available data that anyone 
can access and use, without restrictions. We believe that open data can be a major public resource for 
economic growth and social good. I’ve been asked to speak today about why open data, and particularly 
open financial data, is so important to the private sector. 
 
There is tremendous public value in the vast stores of data that the U.S. government collects and 
publishes. Businesses of all kinds, as well as nonprofits, governmental bodies, and even individuals, can 
use this data to launch new initiatives and ventures, analyze trends, make data-driven decisions, and 
solve complex problems. 
 
Our team at the Center for Open Data Enterprise has been studying the uses of U.S. government data 
for two years, beginning with research that we originally did at The GovLab at New York University. We 
developed and launched The GovLab’s Open Data 500 study - the first comprehensive study of U.S. 
companies that use open government data to generate new business and develop new products and 
services.  
 
We found hundreds of American companies using open government data to build their business, and we 
found them in all sectors of the economy – healthcare, finance, energy, agriculture, and many others. 
We also found a whole new class of companies that specialize in improving government data itself to 
make it a more useful resource for other businesses. 
 
In general, the private sector uses open government data in two ways – for business optimization, and 
for new business creation. Large, established businesses of all kinds depend on U.S. government data to 
make their operations more efficient, benchmark their performance against other companies, and 
improve their marketing capacity. At the same time, open data is creating whole new businesses and 
new jobs. The best-known example is The Climate Corporation, which applies U.S. weather and satellite 
data to develop sophisticated algorithms that farmers can use to improve their crop yield. By developing 
this approach, which is becoming known as precision agriculture, the Climate Corporation was able to 
build a billion dollars in business value in less than a decade.  Other billion-dollar companies have been 
built on GPS and weather data, and the housing and other data used by real estate websites. 
 
But it’s not just the billion-dollar companies that count here. Open government data is fueling significant 
entrepreneurial companies, large and small, all over the country and across the economy. In our 
research, the largest number of open data companies – after the technology companies that focus on 
improving data quality – are the businesses that use government data on finance. For these companies, 
the Financial Transparency Act can generate whole new data sources with high business value. 
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An overview of the landscape shows a wide range of new companies using government finance data in 
many ways. Brightscope helps employers find the most cost-effective pension plans. Companies like 
Credit Sesame, Credit Karma, and FindTheBest help consumers find credit cards and loans, while 
BillGuard helps them detect fraudulent charges on their credit card accounts. OnDeck uses publicly 
available open data to qualify small businesses for loans. And these are just some of the newer 
companies.  A wide range of investment firms, data management firms, and other established 
companies continue to rely on government data from the SEC and other sources to analyze potential 
investments  and advise their clients.  
 
The Financial Transparency Act will be a great help to companies like these, and many more that we can 
expect to be launched in the future. It will require regulatory agencies to make their data available as 
true open data, making it possible for people who want to use it to search it electronically, download it 
in bulk, and reuse it without license restrictions. More than that, the Act contains crucial provisions that 
will ensure that the data is not only available, but usable. 
 
In our work at the Center for Open Data Enterprise, we’ve seen how data usability can be a critical issue.  
We run a series of Open Data Roundtables with federal agencies, an initiative that we began at the 
GovLab. These Roundtables bring federal agencies together with the companies and organizations that 
use their data to discuss how well government data is meeting user needs. We’ve done these 
Roundtables now with the Departments of Commerce, Energy, and Transportation, the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office, the USDA, and the VA.  
 
What we find, again and again, is that simply publishing data is not enough for the people who want to 
use it. Too often, federal agencies publish data that contains confusing or inaccurate information, and 
publish it in so many different formats that it’s impossible to compare one agency’s data with another’s. 
There are a number of brilliant data scientists in the federal government now trying to solve these 
problems. But between dealing with legacy systems and the many statutes that govern data collection 
and publication, they face a huge challenge. 
 
That’s where the Financial Transparency Act comes in. For the first time, it will mandate that all nine 
major U.S. financial regulatory agencies adopt consistent data standards for all the information they 
collect – establishing a universal data language for this critical information instead of the Tower of Babel 
we have today. It will direct the SEC to improve its use of XBRL, a format that has been successfully used 
in other countries and can make financial data here richer and more valuable. And it mandates the use 
of the Legal Entity Identifier across all financial reporting.  
 
This last point will help solve one of the most vexing problems that data analysts now face. In all kinds of 
federal data sets, the same company shows up under different names – “IBM” versus “International 
Business Machines,” for example – and it can take enormous amounts of work to sort out the confusion 
before the data can be analyzed. This identity problem alone can eat up staff time and resources for 
small companies that need to devote their energies to analyzing data in a way that creates business 
value. The Legal Entity Identifier, or LEI, will give clear, unique identities to financially regulated entities 
in a way that can make the identity problem a thing of the past. 
 
It can be helpful to think of financial open data as helping three groups – investors, regulators, and 
industry – and the Financial Transparency Act will have benefits for all three. The Act will provide 
standardized data that data-driven companies, in turn, can use to help other businesses in the financial 
sector.  Companies like Calcbench will use improved XBRL data to provide information for investors at a 
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level of detail never before possible.  Companies like Palantir will be able to help regulators like the SEC 
analyze data for warning signs and perhaps prevent the next Enron. And companies like R.R. Donnelley 
and Workiva will be able to use standardized data to help industry by making it easier for regulated 
entities to comply with regulatory requirements. Standardized data can actually make it possible to 
automate regulatory compliance, removing a major burden that many companies face.  
 
The business value of open data is clear and compelling. Federal data can be a great resource of 
economic growth and job creation in the years ahead. To realize that potential, we have to create a 
federal data system that provides higher quality data in more usable formats. The Financial 
Transparency Act will go a long way towards reaching that goal for the financial sector – perhaps the 
greatest immediate opportunity for data-driven business. 
 
 

CENTER FOR OPEN DATA ENTERPRISE 
The Center for Open Data Enterprise is an independent nonprofit organization, based in Washington DC 
that develops smarter open data strategies for governments, businesses, and other nonprofits by 
focusing on data users. Our mission is to maximize the value of open data as a public resource that 
anyone can use. 
 
 


